
The 2013 COSO Framework update provides an avenue for audit committees and management teams to have a fresh look at internal control and create               
value in an organization. The framework can also help the regulators manage shareholders expectations as regards internal control over financial reporting. 

At Deloitte we assist companies and regulators in performing the following: 
1. Readiness/Gap Assessment 
2. Education and Training 
3. Implementation of COSO internal control framework 
4. Review of operating effectiveness of internal control

For more information, call Jide Onabajo on +234 0 805 349 2055 or email to jonabajo@deloitte.com

COSO: A Framework for enhancing Internal Control over Financial Reporting 

From our last articles on this subject, we 
have been able to establish that the COSO 
framework presumes that the 17 
principles are fundamental concepts of 
the original five components. All 17 are 
relevant to all entities and need to be 
present, functioning, and operating 
together in an integrated manner for an 
organization to have an effective system 
of internal control.

Since the COSO framework is widely used 
to support management's assertion on 
the effectiveness of internal controls over 
financial reporting, and the possibility of 
significant effort necessary to meet the 
elevated expectations, it is highly 
encouraged that the entity should begin 
moving forward with urgency towards its 
application.

The following should be of interest to 
finance and risk executives in banking and 
other financial institutions charged with 
guiding their organizations through this 
new internal control landscape:

   The COSO framework has three distinct, 
but overlapping categories of objectives 
–  ope ra t ions ,  repor t ing ,  and  
compliance – and reiterates the 
opportunity to expand the framework's 
application beyond its traditional 
adoption for external financial reporting 
to include operations and compliance. 
Because of the scrutiny of regulators 
and other third parties, there is an 
intensified need for the reporting to be 
the end-product of a well-controlled 
process, one in which the effectiveness 
of controls is periodically assessed. To 
that end, many organizations are 
encouraged to use the principles of the 
COSO framework and should begin 
applying them to design quality 
assurance review functions over other 
areas, including operational and 
regulatory reporting.

   The COSO framework reemphasizes the 
control environment as the basis for 
ca r r y ing  out  in te rna l  cont ro l  
responsibilities across the organization. 
The framework also stresses the role of 
the board and senior management in 
setting the tone regarding the 

1. Application of 2013 COSO 
framework

2.Consideration of existing 
enterprise-wide controls 
programs

COSO – Takeaway for Banking and other 
financial institutions 

importance of internal control and 
expectations concerning standards of 
conduct (principles 1-5). 

Banks and other financial institutions in 
general likely have several existing 
governance programs, processes, and 
monitoring activities that may help 
comply with the 2013 COSO framework.

The COSO framework calls for companies 
to have a dynamic risk assessment 
program (principles 6-9) that considers 
s ignif icant changes in business 
operations and adapts to internal, 
external, and emerging risks.

To achieve such a dynamic risk 
assessment process, input from business 
units and appropriate levels of 
management should be formally 
captured as part of the risk assessment 
and scoping process, including the initial 
and continuous assessment of:

?? Fraud risk;
?? Complex non-routine processes;
?Processes requiring the “hand-off” of 

data between departments;
?Manual processes or those dependent 

on end-user computing tools;
?Potential changes in the internal control 

environment;
?Emerging risks and issues at peer 

organizations and the industry 

Further, the risk assessment should be 
periodically updated to capture changes, 
both internal and external to the 
company, which may impact the 
qualitative assessment of risks and 
corresponding selection of in-scope 
entities and controls, including general 
information technology controls, to be 
assessed as part of the evaluation process 
(principles 10-12).

The nature and extent of the use of OSPs 
today as compared to when the original 
COSO framework was written is 
exponentially greater and different. 
Because of the reliance that not just 
banks, but many other firms place on 
OSPs, it is critical to have controls to 
monitor that OSPs are performing the 
expected role in the expected manner. 
Thus, it should be no surprise that the 
2013 COSO framework incorporates 
concepts related to the use of OSPs in 12 

3. Dynamic risk assessment process
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Since the COSO framework is widely used to support management's assertion on the 
effectiveness of internal controls over financial reporting, and the possibility of significant 
effort necessary to meet the elevated expectations, it is highly encouraged that the entity 
should begin moving forward with urgency towards its application

of the 17 principles and emphasizes the 
inclusion of risks related to transactions 
processed by OSPs within the entity's risk 
assessment.

For a large banking organization, having 
a robust vendor management program is 
essential to establishing and upholding a 
tenor of integrity and responsible action 
at OSPs. Such a program may include the 
OSPs within the bank's ethics and 
integrity programs – extending the “tone 
at the top” beyond the walls of the 
organization. For example, a bank may 
include requirements for OSP employees 
to certify their understanding and 
compliance with the firms' standards of 
business conduct. Further, a formal 
vendor management program may also 
include provisions for OSPs to be 
monitored for compliance with 
contractual obligations and subjected to 
onsite review or audit of their 
operations.

The 2013 COSO framework specifically 
addresses concepts related to fraud risk 
(principle 8). Under the 2013 COSO 
framework, an organization should 
consider the various types of fraud (e.g., 
misappropriation of funds, fraudulent 
financial reporting, etc.) as part of its 
fraud risk assessment. Further, the 
assessment should include consideration 
of fraud risk factors, including incentives 
and pressure, opportunities, attitude, 
and rationalization. While it is expected 
that most large banking and capital 
markets firms will have fraud risk 
programs specific to individual lines of 
business, a reassessment of fraud risks 
and their potential impact on a material 
misstatement of the financial statements 
may be required. Such a reassessment 
could lead to changes in controls that are 
considered relevant to external financial 
reporting.

In addition, a fraud risk assessment is 
generally not extended to OSPs and 
customers  to capture externa l  
complaints and allegations. Nowadays, 
many organizations extend code-of-
conduct requirements, includ ing 
anonymous disclosure of impropriety, to 
OSPs and vendors who are obligated to 
acknowledge such requirements 
annually (and these are similar to the 
acknowledgements that internal 

5. Fraud risk factors and fraud risk 
assessment

employees must make). Allegations and 
results of investigations should be 
reported to those responsible for 
assessing the system of internal controls 
over external financial reporting.

Many financial statement disclosures 
require significant involvement and input 
from the business, product control, 
valuation, tax, and finance departments. 

6. Information to carry out internal 
control responsibilities

To support the complete flow of 
transactions and ensure that all suppliers 
and users of information understand the 
requirements, banking and capital 
markets firms should: 

?Make an extensive list of complex 
processes;

?Document the end-to-end process 
and expected flow of information;

?Identify the relevant controls that 
address the quality of the information 
gene ra ted  and  used  in  the  
performance of key controls  
supporting the financial statement line 
item or footnote disclosure; and

?Clarify roles and responsibilities that 
clearly articulate and confirm internal 
control objectives
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For a large banking 
organization, having a 
robust vendor 
management 
program is essential 
to establishing and 
upholding a tenor of 
integrity and 
responsible action at 
OSPs. Such a program 
may include the OSPs 
within the bank's 
ethics and integrity 
programs – extending 
the “tone at the top” 
beyond the walls of 
the organization. For 
example, a bank may 
include requirements 
for OSP employees to 
certify their 
understanding and 
compliance with the 
firms' standards of 
business conduct

Once the Risk 
Assessment 
component is 
implemented and the 
risks which threaten 
the achievement of 
the entity's objectives 
are identified and 
assessed, the onus is 
on the management 
and board of the 
entity to establish 
control activities that 
would eliminate these 
risks or reduce their 
occurrences to the 
barest minimum or at 
least an acceptable 
level. Matrices can be 
drawn up to indicate 
the risks that the 
organization is 
exposed to as well as 
the controls that can 
be put in place to 
limit them

IFRS 3 
recommends 
these steps

A disposal group is a 
group of assets to be 
disposed of, by sale 
or otherwise, 
together as a group 
in a single transaction 
and liabilities directly 
associated with those 
assets that will be 
transferred in the 
transaction. A 
disposal group may 
be a group of cash-
generating units, a 
single cash-
generating unit or 
part of a cash-
generating unit

Representative office solutions
? A complete service offering to Representative Offices in Nigeria. Among other benefits are:  
??Removes the stress, expense or commitment associated with office space letting. 
??Office solutions tailored to your specific requirements with flexibility in service calls.
??Elimination of hiring/disengagement costs of employees. 
??Outsourced Chief Finance Officer (CFO) services.
? Registered office services.   

1)  Identify the acquirer
2)  Determine the acquisition date
3)  Recognise and measure the identifiable assets acquired (including inherent intangible assets not recognized in the books of acquiree nor                                 

considered as part of goodwill), the liabilities (including contingent liabilities not in the books of the acquiree) assumed and any non-controlling interests
4)  Measure the consideration transferred, yet to be transferred considerations contingent on the future happenings and determination of other compensation 

arrangements that constitute part of the business combination
5)  Recognise and measure goodwill or gain from a bargain purchase 

For more information on accounting for business combinations, call +234 0 8053 015 363 or email to aawojulu@deloitte.com

IFRS 3 
recommends 
these steps

Are you considering accounting for a business combination? 
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? Removes the stress, expense or commitment associated with office space letting. 
? Office solutions tailored to your specific requirements with flexibility in service calls.
? Elimination of hiring/disengagement costs of employees. 
? Outsourced Chief Finance Officer (CFO) services.
? Registered office services.   

For more information, call +234 0 8053 015 363 or email to aawojulu@deloitte.com
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The 2013 COSO Framework update provides an avenue for audit committees and management teams to have a fresh look at internal control and create value in 
an organization. The frame work can also help the regulators manage shareholders expectations as regards internal control over financial reporting. 

At Deloitte we assist companies and regulators in performing the following 

1. Readiness/Gap Assessment 
2. Education and Training 
3. Implementation of COSO internal control framework 
4. Review of operating effectiveness.

For more information, call Jide Onabajo on +234 0 805 349 2055 or email to jonabajo@deloitte.com
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Akintola Williams Deloitte has been awarded the following recognitions by the  Institute:
??  No. 1 in Nigeria for the “Best Companies to Work for” – Large Population Category 
??  Best Practice Awards in Nigeria for “Delivering Excellence  in Learning and Development”
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Deloitte makes an impact that matters.
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